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Abstract
This study conducted a review of the literature on Twitter and politics. The
review is summarized under three inter-related themes: 1) does social media
help politicians to be elected? 2) who benefits from social media? and 3) political polarization on Twitter. Regarding the first theme, some studies find a
strong support for the argument that politicians may create electoral benefits
from adopting this new technology, while others fail to find such evidence.
Evidence regarding the second query is also mixed. Many have believed that
underdogs may benefit the most from social media uses, but several studies
challenge this claim by showing that the already established and popular politicians may be those who gain most from their Twitter uses. Taken altogether,
previous evidence regarding the first and second queries is mixed. However,
previous studies still find strong evidence of increasingly polarizing public
opinions on Twitter and of social media’s contribution to this trend.
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1. Introduction
The use of Twitter and other online platforms has been on the rise in the past
years’ elections [1] [2] [3] [4]. Politicians are using Twitter to engage with their
supporters by sharing ideas and receiving feedback on different issues. They are
now more accessible to their voters since the later can directly and instantly
contact them and expect feedback in real time. Information on political issues is
being shared by the public through tweets and re-tweets, and the public is able to
air their grievances, ideas, and support for their preferred political candidates.
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The use of Twitter in campaigns has given all political parties an avenue where
they can reach masses without incurring huge mass media costs [5].
In this study, I aim to demonstrate the effectiveness of Twitter in winning
elections, the beneficiaries of Twitter and political polarization on Twitter, based
on a thorough review of past literature on politics and Twitter. Specifically, I organized the literature review into following several inter-related research themes:
1) does social media help politicians to be elected? 2) who benefits from social
media? and 3) political polarization on Twitter.

2. Literature Review on Twitter and Politics
2.1. Does Social Media Help Politicians to Be Elected?
A recent study [6] explores the use of Twitter in election forecasts by analyzing
over 100,000 Twitter messages (or tweets) in which a political candidate or a
party was mentioned before the 2009 German elections. In order to assess the
emotions portrayed in those tweets, the study used text analysis software since it
was important to capture the degree of emotions present in those sentiments to
determine voters’ preferences in politicians and parties. It was revealed that the
more times a party or a politician is mentioned, the higher the chances of being
elected are since these mentions were a true reflection of the election results (but
see [2] [3]). Moreover, the findings of the study indicated that Twitter is a political platform which enables sharing of ideas. The high number of re-tweets recorded in the study indicated that people are intent on sharing political information and politicians can use this to increase their voters [6].
Certainly, the social media tool, Twitter, presents politicians with a strategic
tool that can be used during campaigns. As noted by [7], Twitter plays a part in
the re-election of a Member of Parliament (MP) in the UK. According to this
study, MPs elected in 2005 were likely to use Twitter in order to get re-elected
than those elected earlier, which supports the importance of social media use for
electoral competition (see also [8]). Further, the study suggested that politicians
who faced stiff competition from each other were likely to use Twitter to create a
competitive edge. This social media tool is also used by politicians to engage the
public in their achievements and to improve their image in the eyes of the electorate.
Research investigated the content of tweets and interactivity, focusing mostly
on how politicians use Twitter to communicate with the citizens [5]. The study
revealed that social media campaigns are becoming increasingly popular, advanced, and important in political competition. However, the study fails to find
strong evidence that the use of Twitter in campaigning will create a closer relationship between politicians and their supporters [5]. While noting that Twitter
gives politicians a personalized campaign tool, the study indicated that it all depends on how the candidate uses Twitter. While investigating whether the use of
Twitter is effective in increasing voters for a specific candidate, the paper established that the power of Twitter in increasing the number of voters is limited
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since it is not clear whether Twitter users are a true representation of voters.
That is, this study presents some evidence challenging the notion that politicians
can gain electoral benefits by using social media tools such as Twitter. Research
also indicated that using Twitter does not guarantee that a politician will garner
additional votes because the possibility of a voter to switch from one party to
another is not likely [5]. This evidence is consistent with previous findings that
politicians’ use of Twitter was not strongly associated with a subsequent improvement in opinion polls data ([2] [3]; see also [9]).
Another study addressed the use of Twitter during campaigns and their effect
on election results by studying the German federal elections in 2009 [10]. Data
on all tweet messages which had reference to a political party or specific politically used words in that season was collected. The study finds that the political
party that had a huge number of supporters online was not the party that won
the elections in the 2009 German federal elections. These results are noteworthy
as they contradict some previous findings that report the strongly positive association between the number of online supporters and the electoral outcomes [6].
As such, a huge following on Twitter is not a prediction that a politician or a
party will win an election. This evidence is also in line with some studies that fail
to find any clear association between the number of Twitter followers and opinion poll data [1] [2].

2.2. Who Benefits from Using Social Media?
Regarding the question of “who benefits from Twitter?”, a study examined the
relationship between fundraising and the use of Twitter by US House Representatives [8]. This study collected campaign financial data from 415 politicians,
with 298 of them having Twitter accounts. The information on their campaign
funding was obtained from the Centre for Responsive Politics. The evidence indicated that those politicians who hold extreme political ideologies benefited
most from using social media platforms (see also [11]). In addition, the study
revealed that although the use of online social networks had no significant effect
on donor contribution within a politician’s constituency, it increased contributions from donors outside. Those politicians with large numbers of online followers received more donations than their counterparts with fewer followers.
Lastly, the results of the study suggested that the use of social media in politics
can increase the inequality in financial resources distribution among politicians
[8]. This evidence is consistent with previous findings showing a strong inequality in online attention among online news outlets or journalists [12] [13] [14],
organized interest groups [15] [16] [17] [18], and online blogs [19].
On the other hand, another study [20] also addressed the following two questions broadly related to the query of “who benefits from Twitter?” The first was
on the degree to which presidential candidates adopted Twitter as a campaign
strategy during the primary elections in 2012 [20]. The second was whether the
various party candidates applied different styles on Twitter. The data was obDOI: 10.4236/sn.2018.74018
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tained from tweets posted to Democrats, Republicans, Americans Elect, and Libertarian presidential candidates in the primaries. The results indicated that the
relationship between the number of posts published by a candidate on Twitter
and number of followers garnered was minimal. The study revealed that those
candidates who were not major party nominees used Twitter more than major
party nominees (see also [21] [22]). However, the study established that high
frequency of tweeting did not translate to an increase in followers, which is
broadly consistent with [3]. According to the study, Democrats’ presidential
nominee gained the largest number of followers, although the candidate came
fourth in the number of tweets and re-tweets.
The use of Twitter in different fields has been eminent in the recent past as
demonstrated by [23]. The study adopted purposive sampling in selecting news
articles, magazines, and newspapers to find out the characterization of Twitter
by the media [23]. In the study, it was revealed that politicians using Twitter as a
tool of communication can benefit significantly by communicating real-time information to their supporters, especially when participating in the legislative sessions. As such, their supporters will be involved in the process too and this
builds confidence. In addition, those politicians who have fully adopted the use
of Twitter and other social media platforms benefit from a large online following
and their supporters are able to reach them easily.
Research also investigated the Twitter use by Australian politicians [24]. A list
of politicians on Twitter was obtained and was then compared to a random
sample of Australian Twitter users [24]. The evidence showed that many politicians have adopted the use of Twitter to communicate to their supporters and
the public in general, although the level of success varies from one politician to
another. Politicians who use Twitter more frequently had a political advantage
than those who did not, as revealed by the study. However, the study did not
systematically indicate why and how politicians may benefit from their political
use of Twitter [24].
Online platforms provide citizens with avenues to participate and analyze
election candidates during campaigns. A study examined the influence that social media had on the 2012 presidential elections in the US Data were sourced
from the Twitter accounts of seven politicians running for the presidential elections [3]. The evidence from the study suggested that a relationship exists between the Twitter activities of a politician and the number of times the same
politician is mentioned in a tweet. According to the study, politicians’ prominence on Twitter depends on factors such as popularity and the time trend, rather than their activities on Twitter. However, the study revealed that the impact
of the number of mentions in a tweet is not enough to make a statistical inference, neither is the impact on the politician’s network size [3]. As ([3]; 455)
puts it, “While social media does substantially expand the possible modes and
methods of election campaigning, high levels of social media activity on the part
of presidential candidates have, as of yet, resulted in minimal effects on the
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amount of public attention they receive online”.
Another study examined the drivers of adoption of Twitter in US Congress,
and suggests that politicians can reap significant benefits from their use of Twitter [25]. The study revealed that representatives who have adopted Twitter fully
are able to establish networks with their peers. In addition, the study suggested
that politicians who have strong support from their constituents derive transparency benefits from Twitter because they are able to share information on their
day to day activities with their constituents. Finally, the study revealed that politicians who are pushing for the passing of a bill(s) will benefit from using Twitter as they will be able to reach the public and avail them with necessary information and in the process, acquire their support [25].

2.3. Political Polarization on Twitter
A research article by [26] analyzed political polarization on Twitter in Canada.
Data were obtained from a sample of 5918 tweets that had been posted during
the Canadian Federal Election in 2011 by 1492 Twitter users [26]. The results of
the research concluded that there is a high political polarization on Twitter,
based on the high number of political views shared by supporters of the same
party. In addition, the findings indicated that supporters of a given party are unlikely to shift their loyalty to another party as a result of Twitter association and
thus further reinforcing political polarization. These findings are in line with
those evidenced by [5] and [11] in the study on Twitter and Campaigning.
Another study by [27] investigated political orientation and homophily in
Twitter. The study used content shared on Twitter to classify Twitter users as
either Republicans or Democrats [27]. According to the study, Democrats are
more likely to share their ideas and political views on Twitter than Republicans.
As such, Democrats possess high levels of homophily than Republicans. The
study revealed that political homophily facilitates sharing of political attitudes
which contribute to political polarization. However, the study indicated that the
level of political polarization is higher among political activists than among the
rest of the citizens.
The use of Twitter in politics knows no boundaries. A study conducted by
[28] investigated political influence and communication through microblogging
by analyzing tweets and re-tweets in Germany. Data for the study was obtained
from the public message board of Twitter in the period leading to the two 2011
state parliament elections in Germany. Tweets that mentioned the name of politicians or their affiliated parties were collected for the purpose of the study. The
study indicated that the use of Twitter in communication has contributed to political polarization. Further, it was revealed in the study that Twitter messages
sentiments on political parties and issues have an effect on the process of opinion formation among Twitter users. In addition, the study established that
those users with left-wing political views were more involved in discussions and
thus registered more re-tweets.
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In a research paper by [29], the political alignment of Twitter Users was predicted using the content of their tweets on political issues in the period leading
to the 2010 midterm elections in the US. The study used a support vector machine to predict the political affiliation of Twitter users and also analyzed political communication networks statistically to provide accurate results. The results
of the study indicated that using a community structure of all the re-tweets on
political issues can provide a 95 percent prediction of the political alignment of
users on both extremities. To test this concept, the study used the same method
to identify which websites are mostly tweeted by users who have right-leaning
and left-leaning alignment, politically [29].
More recently, a study examined two views on the role played by social media
platforms, with a specific focus on Twitter, in political polarization [11]. The
first view addressed the personalized and customized nature of social media
which increases the polarization of public opinions [11]. The second view addressed the open and easy access nature of social media which enables the public
to give their opinions at any time. A sample of all the 111th US House of Representatives was selected for the study. The political ideologies of these politicians
were estimated using their political preferences as evidenced in their voting documentations. The study revealed that politicians who have extreme political ideologies had a large number of online followers on Twitter and other platforms,
indicating that a strong political polarization on Twitter is experienced, thereby
supporting the first view ([11]; see also [8] [30] [31] [32]).

3. Conclusions
This study has explored the political implications of the new information technology, social media tool Twitter, by conducting a review of past literature on
Twitter and politics. To do so, I organized the literature review into three inter-related research themes: 1) does social media help politicians be elected? 2)
who benefits from social media? and 3) political polarization on Twitter. The
first group of research has produced somewhat mixed evidence; some studies
find a strong support for the argument that politicians can create significant
electoral benefits from adopting this new technology [6], whereas others fail to
find such strong evidence [3]. The second question of “who benefits from using
social media?” is also mixed at best. Many scholars and commentators have believed that underdogs may utilize this new information technology to compete
against the mainstream politicians. However, several studies challenge this claim
by showing that the already established and popular politicians are those who
gain most from their Twitter use (e.g., [8]; see also [16]). Taken altogether, this
study concludes that previous evidence regarding the first and second queries is
mixed at best and calls for additional empirical investigations on these topics.
Regarding the third topic, however, previous studies tend to find a strong
support. That is, studies tend to find evidence of increasingly polarizing opinions on social media tools such as Twitter. Such polarization on Twitter may be
DOI: 10.4236/sn.2018.74018
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the outcome of “echo chambers” phenomenon, as argued by previous studies
[11] [33] [34]. For instance, ([11]; 777) argues that “the highly fragmented, customized, and niche-oriented aspects of social media and suggests these venues
foster greater political polarization of public opinion”. Future studies may build
on these existing works to identify how one may reduce such polarization increasingly observed on these new online platforms and protect democracy.
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